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1 Background
Applicants Name: Maximilian Oremek
Application Name: PT AMP
Programming Language: C++
Programming Model: OpenMP
Source Code Available: yes
Input data: settingsDiastolic.txt
Performance study: performance audit

PT AMP is a template based parallel tempering alogrithm which uses plugable Models.
Source codes as well as the testcase are available on https://bitbucket.org/ampbonn/pt_
amp. In this performance audit report, measurements are performed on an SMP node of
the CLAIX cluster located at RWTH Aachen University. The node has 8 sockets/processors.
Each socket is an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-8860 v4 processor with 18 cores. Altogether,
the node has 144 cores attached with 1 TB DRAM. The memory system is designed accord-
ing to Non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architecture https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Non-uniform_memory_access.

2 Application structure
In general, an execution of PT AMP consists of two phases. The first phase takes a few seconds
where a single thread is selected to do a quick nonlinear fit. Other threads wait in a barrier. The
second phase takes several hundreds seconds. In this phase, an execution pattern is repeated
again and again. The pattern of running with 144 threads is illustrated in Figure 1. (In this
figure, only the first threads are displayed.) In this figure, threads are performing operations in
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Figure 1: Focus of analysis: the recognized execution pattern

the blue colored regions while they are waiting in the red colored regions. There are some other
short regions which are hardly recognizable in the figure. Such regions are performed mainly
by the master thread.

3 Focus of Analysis (FOA)
In this report, the recognized execution pattern illustrated in Figure 1, is the Focus of Anal-
ysis (FOA). It is repeated more than 5000 times for the testcase. The label ”executeDias-
tolicModel.hpp:602” indicates the position where an OpenMP construct is implemented in the
source code.
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Figure 2 illustrates callstack of thread 1 in this pattern. Other threads have a similar
callstack.

!$omp	parallel	@executeDiastolicModel.hpp:602
!$omp	barrier	@executeDiastolicModel.hpp:986

1
2

OMP	thread	1
372.59	s 372.61	s 372.63	s 372.65	s 372.67	s 372.69	s 372.71	s 372.73	s 372.75	s

Figure 2: Callstack of the execution pattern

4 Scalability
Execution time scalibility with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 144 threads is illustrated in Figure 3.
Here, speedup and efficiency are calculated as
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Figure 3: Scalability

Speedup = execution time running with 1 thread

execution time running with # of threads

Efficiency = Speedup

# of threads

In an optimal case, speedup should be linear to the number of employed threads, e.g. speedup
should be 8 using 8 threads, efficiency should be 1.

However, the observed speedup and efficiency are far from the optimal values: with 144
threads, the speedup and efficiency amount to 0.4 and 0.003 respectively. In terms of execution
time, with 144 threads the execution takes 286 seconds which is much longer than with 1 thread,
132 seconds.
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5 Load Balance
POP defines several efficiency metrics https://pop-coe.eu/sites/default/files/pop_files/
metrics.pdf which help to identify performance weakness. For PT AMP, the load balance is
the only applicable and the most important metric, since the application is parallelized using
OpenMP.

The average load balance among threads is depicted in Table 5. A value near 1 indicates an

Threads 1 2 4 8 16 18 36 72 144
load balance 1 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.91 0.78 0.71

Table 1: Load balance among threads

optimal load balance, i.e. each thread performs the same of amount of operations.
With many threads, up 36 threads, the load balance gets suboptimal. Especially, running

with 144 threads, one of the threads runs (1 − 0.71) × 100% = 29% more slowly than others.
Combined with the Figure 1, the master thread (with ID 0) executes slowly: its execution time
determines the application’s execution time.

Load balance can be caused by 1) uneven load distribution to threads 2) varied CPU usage
efficiency among threads. Figure 4 illustrates the statistic of the amount of executed instructions
by each thread (running 144 threads. Instructions within OpenMP barrier regions are excluded).
Threads did not execute the same amount of instructions: some threads execute 30% more

Figure 4: Statistic of the amount of executed instructions by each thread

instructions than the others.
Figure 5 illustrates statistic of CPU usage efficiency by each thread (running 144 threads.

Execution within OpenMP barrier regions is excluded). The CPU usage efficiency is measured
using Instructions Per Cycle (IPC): the higher IPC, the more efficiently is CPU used. The
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Figure 5: Boxplot of IPC per thread

CPU usage efficiency is different among threads: most of the threads perform more than 1.5
instructions per CPU cycle in average while some others performs only 1.08 instructions .

In addition, we identified the master thread as the critical thread: it executes more instruc-
tions than the others and it uses CPU most efficiently.

6 Serial performance
Most of the time, PT AMP executes outside barriers, as illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, it
is relevant to look at performance of such regions explicitly, mainly in terms of IPC, cache
behaviors and SIMD usage. In this section, we do not do comparison among threads of a single
execution, but among executions with different amounts of threads.

Measured average values of parallel regions (Execution within barriers are ignored) are
depicted in Table 6. IPC does not change much among measurements. In general, CPU are

# threads 1 2 4 8 16 18 36 72 144
IPC 1.58 1.58 1.57 1.58 1.60 1.62 1.57 1.56 1.50

L3RR 2E-4 2E-4 2E-4 2E-4 2E-4 2E-4 2E-4 2E-4 2E-4
L3MR 3E-8 9E-8 1E-7 2E-7 3.66E-7 4E-8 1E-5 1E-5 1E-5

Table 2: Serial performance. L3RR = L3 cache reference ratio = # of L3 cache references
# of instructions , L3MR

= L3 cache miss ratio = # of L3 cache misses
# of instructions

used efficiently. The L3 cache is accessed rarely and L3 misses happen rarely.
On the other hand, the amount of executed instructions increases with the number of em-

ployed threads, as depicted in Table 6. With 144 threads twice as many instructions are per-
formed as with 72 threads.
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1 2 8 18 72 144
#Instructions 2.79E12 4.79E12 1.96E13 4.45E13 1.81E14 3.59E14

Table 3: Instruction scaling

The underlying CPU has SIMD units (SSE as well as AVX) which can be used to accelerate
executions essentially. Table 4 depicts the SIMD usage. Lots of double-precision floating opera-

Scalar (MUOPS/s) SIMD (MUOPS/s) Max SIMD (MUOPS/s)
Single precision 12 0 4400
Double precision 737 40 4400

Table 4: SIMD usage efficiency

tions were performed during an execution. However, few operations are performed on the SIMD
units. On the other hand, each core can perform 4400 MUOPS/s while only 40 MUOPS/s are
achieved.

The compute node is built according to the NUMA architecture where local memory access
is more efficient than remote memory access. Table 5 depicts the amount of data fetched from
the local and remote DRAM respectively. There are more remote memory accesses than local.

local volume(GB) 0.18
bandwidth(MByte/s) 0.6

remote volume(GB) 0.58
bandwidth(MB) 2

Table 5: Local vs. remote memory DRAM accesses

However, the amount of memory access is quite low. Hence, the issue should be not serious to
performance.

7 Communications
This analysis is not applicable, since the application is parallelized using OpenMP.

8 Summary of observations
In general, executions of PT AMP with the given datacase use CPUs efficiently: the measured
IPC is always higher than 1 which is optimal on the available hardware; the L3 caches is refer-
enced rarely and L3 cache misses happen rarely. However, the execution time is not decreased
with more threads: an execution with 144 threads takes 286 seconds while an execution with 1
thread only 132 seconds. That means PT AMP does not scale at all.

In this report, we identified following problems which are crucial to the poor scalability:

• The load balance among threads is suboptimal. The amount of executed instructions
differs among threads, illustrated in 4. The CPU usage efficiency differs among threads,
illustrated in 5.

• Running with 144 threads, the master thread is the critical thread. It executes more
instructions than others and uses the underlying CPU most ineffectively.
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• Available SIMD units (SSE and AVX) are used inefficiently.

• The amount of executed instructions increases with the number of employed threads.

According to our observations, we suggest

• improving the paralleling algorithm to reduce the number of executed redundant instruc-
tions while running with many threads.

• reducing load imbalance within an iteration by distributing the same amount of work to
every thread.

• reducing the workload to the master thread, since currently it executes more instructions
than others in the parallel region, and it has to execute in OpenMP master regions where
other threads have to wait.

• using SIMD units to vectorize loops.
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